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[1] The use of phase equilibrium calculations to compute physical properties of rocks has become common-
place in geophysical modeling. Typically, the phase equilibrium calculations are used to construct two‐
dimensional tables of rock properties as a function of pressure and temperature. We document a computer
program that can be used to assemble a three‐dimensional table that accounts for compositional variations
from such two‐dimensional tables. A user‐selected interpolation scheme is used to recover data from
the tables as continuous function of its independent variables. We illustrate the utility of the program
using two examples. The first explores the effect of water content of an average continental crust composition.
As water content is the primary parameter controlling the amount of melt and/or low‐density fluid pres-
ent in the crust, this model provides a basis for assessing the impact of fluids on the geophysical prop-
erties of the crust. In the second example, we model the mantle composition as a mixture between
harzburgitic and basaltic end‐members. We show that for purposes of seismic velocity calculations,
the continuum model is well approximated by interpolation from a table in which the compositional var-
iable is sampled at 10% intervals. The tables for both examples are provided electronically as ready‐to‐
use geophysical tools.
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1. Introduction

[2] The use of free energy minimization codes to
calculate the proportions and compositions of
minerals and consequently bulk rock properties has
become commonplace in geophysical modeling [e.g.,

Kuskov and Panferov, 1991; Sobolev and Babeyko,
1994; Saxena, 1996; Connolly and Kerrick, 2002;
Connolly, 2005; Stixrude and Lithgow‐Bertelloni,
2005; Ricard et al., 2005; Khan et al., 2006]. The
free energy minimization code may be implemented
dynamically within the larger framework of a geo-
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physical code [e.g., Khan et al., 2006; Tirone et al.,
2009;Hebert et al., 2009], or statically via tables that
are calculated prior to the solution of the geophysical
application [e.g., Petrini et al., 2001; Gerya et al.,
2001; Xu et al., 2008]. The virtue of dynamic
implementations are that they do not require the
range of physical parameters to be anticipated in
advance, but such implementations are costly and
may lead to numerical instabilities [Connolly,
2009], making static implementations preferable
when practical. The definition of practical in this
context is dependent on the amount of memory
required to store the tabulated data; however, present‐
day computational standards are such that there is
effectively no limit on the resolution of a three‐
dimensional parameter space, e.g., defined by
pressure (P), temperature (T) and a compositional
parameter (C). Here, we describe a simple program,
PHEMGP, for assembling three‐dimensional tables
(P, T and C) from two‐dimensional tables (P, T) and
for the recovery of data from the resulting three‐
dimensional table by interpolation. Our intention is
to provide a simple program that can be easily
modified to change interpolation schemes or to
allow combination of phase equilibrium data with
nonthermodynamic properties for the estimation of
transport properties such as thermal conductivity
and viscous rheology. To illustrate the utility of the
program we construct seismic models for the crust
and mantle as a function of pressure, temperature
and a compositional parameter.

[3] For the seismic model of the mantle we define
the local mantle composition as a binary mixture
of harzburgitic and basaltic components [e.g.,
Nakagawa and Tackley, 2005; Xu et al., 2008]. In
this context, Xu et al. [2008] suggest two limiting
models that they differentiate as mechanical mixing
and equilibrium. In the mechanical mixing model
aggregate mantle properties are computed as the
Voigt‐Reuss‐Hill (VRH) average [Watt et al., 1976]
of the equilibrium mineralogies of the harzburgitic
and basaltic end‐member lithologies, while in the
equilibrium model properties are based on the stable
mineralogy computed directly at the composition of
interest. Both models are implemented here.

[4] The purpose of the crustal model is to predict
the physical conditions at which geophysical prop-
erties are likely to be reduced by the presence of
fluids, i.e., low‐density aqueous fluid or silicate
melts. As bulk water content is the first‐order
parameter dictating the stability of fluids, we
compute crustal seismic velocities for a single
nonvolatile bulk chemistry [Taylor and McLennan,

2009] as a function of water content, pressure and
temperature.

2. Precalculated Tables

2.1. Two‐ and Three‐Dimensional Tables

[5] In the present context, two‐dimensional tables
are a digital representation of stable phase equilibria
sampled at regular intervals for two independent
variables, hereafter taken to be pressure and tem-
perature. Three‐dimensional tables are formed by
combining two or more tables calculated at differ-
ent values of a third variable, which is taken here to
be composition. The purpose of the program
PHEMGP is to combine an arbitrary number of two‐
dimensional tables to form a three‐dimensional table
and to extract phase equilibrium data and/or related
geophysical properties from it as a continuous
function of the table variables by interpolation.

2.2. Algorithm

[6] The PHEMGP code for constructing and
manipulating three‐dimensional tables is written in
standard Fortran 2003 and Python. For a specified
P‐T‐C condition, or range of conditions, PHEMGP
can be used to extract the properties of individual
stable phases or the aggregate properties of the
stable phases (i.e., rock properties). To extract a
property at an arbitrary P‐T‐C coordinate within
the parametric space of a table, PHEMGP (1)
finds the two P‐T tables closest to the C value of
interest, (2) obtains the individual phase properties
by bilinear interpolation from the phase properties at
the four nodes of the table closest to the P‐T coor-
dinate in each of these P‐T tables, and (3) computes
aggregate properties, other than elastic moduli, as
the volumetrically weighted arithmetic mean of
the individual phase properties. The averaging of the
elastic properties of individual phase properties
to obtain aggregate elastic properties is done, at
the users option, by one of two methods. For the
mechanical mixture model [Xu et al., 2008], the
aggregate properties are computed as the VRH
average [Watt et al., 1976] of the properties of the
entire collection of stable phases identified in the
relevant P‐T tables. Alternatively, the aggregate
properties are computed by VRH averaging in each
P‐T table and linear interpolation is used to obtain
aggregate properties as a function of the C coor-
dinate. In the limit that the C increment between
the P‐T tables is sufficiently small, this latter
method corresponds to the equilibrium method of
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Xu et al. [2008], i.e., the properties obtained are
identical to those which would be obtained by
doing a free energy minimization calculation at
the P‐T‐C condition of interest.

[7] The results are output to an ASCII file, which
can be read by any high‐level language (e.g.,
Python) for plotting or further manipulation. We
provide a simple Python script to generate maps of
density and seismic body wave speeds (VP and VS)
given a table of data as input. The program and the
tables described in this paper are available at http://
www.perplex.ethz.ch/phemgp/.

2.3. Spurious Data

[8] The possibility of a spurious result is an ines-
capable feature of numerical phase equilibrium
calculations. While spurious results may be due to
the numerical methods, it is not uncommon that
thermodynamic equations of state have mathemat-
ical singularities. These singularities can cause path-
ological problems in either, or both, the computation
of stable phase assemblages or, more commonly, in
the computation of physical properties of the stable
phases. At the users option, the following proce-

dure is implemented within PHEMGP to empiri-
cally detect and correct spurious results: (1) apply a
median filter to the raw data set, (2) compute the
difference between the filtered and original data
as

ti; j ¼
jXM

i; j � Xi; jj
jXi; jj ð1Þ

where Xi,j is the original data set and Xi,j
M is the

filtered data set, and i, j are array indexes, and (3)
replace values from the original data where ti,j is
greater than an empirically determined tolerance
(Figure 1d) with values obtained by interpolation
using a natural‐neighbor algorithm (Figure 1c).

[9] The utility of this strategy is that it smooths
poorly behaved data with minimal impact on the
remaining data. The procedure is illustrated by a
phase equilibrium model for VP as a function of P
and T (Figure 1). The raw data (Figure 1a) include
spurious points, the vast majority of which coincide
with the alpha‐beta quartz transition. In this par-
ticular case, the origin of the spurious velocities is a
singularity that causes the heat capacity function of

Figure 1. An application of the median filter to VP data computed from tables. (a) Original data resulting from ther-
modynamical computations. (b) Difference between initial and filtered data set. (c) Final result after applying our fil-
tering procedure. (d) Modified pixels after filtering procedure are in white; unmodified pixels are in black.
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quartz to become infinite at the transition. The
additional noise in the raw data, which is particu-
larly notable at low pressure and temperature, is
due to the numerical resolution specified for the
free minimization method and/or the methods used
to compute the physical properties from the phase
equilibrium data. The tolerance used to identify
poorly behaved data is adjusted empirically until
the final result of the procedure (Figure 1c) is
judged to be adequate. It should be remarked that
there is no completely robust recipe for identifying
poorly behaved data and that any filtering proce-
dure introduces the risk of eliminating strong, but
real, gradients in data. This risk can be minimized by
using densely populated tables, but at the cost of
computer memory. Thus, grid spacing and the
numerical tolerance used for filtering cannot be
prescribed and must be determined by trial and error
to meet the demands of a particular application.

3. Models for Crust and Mantle Studies

[10] To illustrate the utility of PHEMGP we present
phase equilibrium models for geophysical proper-
ties of the crust and mantle. The raw data for these
models consist of tables that summarize the pro-

portions and properties of the stable phases com-
puted as a function of pressure and temperature
for a specified composition. From these tables,
PHEMGP is then used to obtain geophysical
properties for any arbitrary P‐T‐C section or con-
dition. In thesemodels we ignore attenuation effects,
but such effects are easily implemented [e.g., Khan
et al., 2011].

3.1. Example 1: Continental Crust
as a Function of Water Content

[11] The model for continental crust accounts for
the influence of water content by means of a three‐
dimensional physical property table as a function of
pressure, temperature and water content. The bulk
composition of the crust with respect to all com-
ponents other than water is taken to be the old
generic crust composition of Taylor and McLennan
[2009]. For PHEMGP the input consists of two‐
dimensional tables as a function of pressure and
temperature computed for water contents from 0 wt
% to 5 wt% in steps of 1 wt%. In each table,
temperature ranges from 273 to 1400 K and pressure
ranges from 0.02 to 2.5 GPa, with P, T increments of
0.02 GPa and 10 K, respectively. The phase equi-
librium computations account for the presence of

Table 1. Solution Models and Thermodynamic Data Sources for the Crustal Modela

Phase Formula Source

biotite K[MgxFeyMn1−x−y]3−wAl1+2w 1
Si3−wO10(OH)2, x + y ≤ 1

mica KyCaxNa1−x−y(Mg1−vFev)zMgwTiw 2, 3
Al3+x−w−zSi3−x+zO10(OH)2, x + y ≤ 1, w + z ≤ y,

plagioclase NaxCa1−xAl2 − xSi2+xO8 4
sanidine NaxK1−xAlSi3O8 5
clinopyroxene Nay[CaMgxFe1−x]1−yAlySi2O6 6
melt Na‐Mg‐Al‐Si‐K‐Ca‐Fe hydrous silicate melt 7, 8
clinoamphibole Ca2−2wNaz+2w[MgxFe1−x]3+2y+zAl3−3y−w 9, 10

Si7+w+yO22(OH2, w + y + z ≤ 1
garnet Fe3xCa3yMg3zMn3(1−x−y−z) 11

Al2Si3O12, x + y + z ≤ 1
staurolite Mg4xFe4yMn4(1−x−y)Al18Si7.5O48H4, 11

x + y ≤ 1
chlorite [MgxFewMn1−x−w]5−y+zAl2(1+y−z)Si3−y+z 12

O10(OH)8, x + w ≤ 1
chloritoid MgxFeyMn1−x−yAl2SiO5(OH2, x + y ≤ 1 13
cordierite Mg2xFe2yMn2(1−x−y)Al4Si5O18·(H2O)z, 11

x + y ≤ 1
spinel MgxFe1−xAl2O3 11
orthopyroxene [MgxFe1−x]2−yAl2ySi2−yO6 6

aUnless otherwise noted, the compositional variables w, x, y, and z may vary between zero and unity and are
determined as a function of the compositional variables by free energy minimization. Thermodynamic data, except
for shear moduli, for stoichiometric phases and end‐member compositions from Holland and Powell [1998]. Shear
moduli from the compilation of Connolly [2005]. Solution model sources: 1, Powell and Holland [1999]; 2, Auzanneau
et al. [2010]; 3, Coggon and Holland [2002]; 4, Newton et al. [1980]; 5, Waldbaum and Thompson [1968]; 6, Holland
and Powell [1996]; 7, Holland and Powell [2001]; 8, White et al. [2001]; 9, Wei and Powell [2003]; 10, White et al.
[2003]; 11, Holland and Powell [1998]; 12, Holland et al. [1998]; 13, White et al. [2000].
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aqueous fluid and/or silicate melt. The thermody-
namic data for the phase equilibrium computations
are summarized in Table 1. The resulting physical
property maps (Figure 2) illustrate the profound
influence of water content on the geophysical
properties of the crust.

3.2. Example 2: Mantle as a Function
of Bulk Composition

[12] For the mantle model, the mantle composition
is characterized as a binary mixture of basaltic
(MORB) and harzburgitic components in the
chemical system Na2O–CaO–FeO–MgO–Al2O3–
SiO2. The compositions of these end‐member
components are specified as in the study by Khan
et al. [2009]. The mantle phases and relevant
thermodynamic data used for the phase equilib-
rium computations are as described by Xu et al.
[2008]. In the model system, typical mantle
compositions correspond to a basalt mass fraction
of 20%–30%. The input for PHEMGP consists of
two‐dimensional tables at specified basalt fraction,
similar to those presented by Xu et al. [2008], for
pressure from 0 to 140 GPa at 0.05 increments

and temperature from 500 to 4000 K at 10 K
increments. An example of the mantle properties
obtained by PHEMGP for a basalt fraction of
22.5 wt% (Figure 3) illustrates the influence of
phase equilibria on mantle seismic structure and
density. In particular, properties extracted with
PHEMGP along a representative mantle geotherm
(Figure 4) reveal the prominent effects of the
olivine→wadsleyite (∼13 GPa), wadsleyite→
ringwoodite (∼19 GPa), and ringwoodite+garnet→
magnesiowüstenite+perovskite (∼23 GPa) phase
transitions. These transitions cause strong seismic
velocity gradients that are thought to correspond to
the so‐called 410, 520 and 660 km seismic dis-
continuities [e.g., Xu et al., 2008].

4. Equilibrium Mixing Model With
PHEMGP

[13] An advantage of the aforementioned mechan-
ical mixture model [Xu et al., 2008] for mantle
properties is that only tables for its lithological end‐
members are required to compute properties as a
continuous function of mantle composition. In
contrast, the equilibrium model requires knowledge

Figure 2. Crustal seismic properties and density for two different water contents. (a and c) VS (km/sec) and density
(r, kg/m3) for 0 wt% H2O. (b and d) VS and r for 3 wt% H2O.
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Figure 3. Mantle seismic properties and density computed for a mantle composition with a basalt weight fraction of
0.225. VP and VS are expressed in km/s, while r is in kg/m3. The white line represents the geotherm [Brown and
Shankland, 1981] used for the profile of Figure 4.

Figure 4. Comparison of one‐dimensional profiles of density, VP and VS for a basalt weight fraction of 0.225 com-
puted with PHEMGP by interpolation between tables computed for basalt weight fractions of 0.2 and 0.3. A basalt
fraction of 0.225 corresponds roughly to pyrolite mantle model composition [Ringwood, 1975]. For comparison,
PREM seismic reference model properties [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] are also shown.
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of mantle properties, at least in principle, as a
continuous function of composition and is therefore
computationally costly. By interpolating between
tables constructed at specified mantle compositions,
PHEMGP offers a pragmatic means of incorporating
the equilibrium model in computationally intensive
geophysical calculations. The compositional spacing
between tables necessary to reproduce the equilib-
rium model by interpolation is the critical factor
controlling the feasibility of this approach. To
establish this spacing in the context of the present
mantle model, we compare (Figure 5) seismic
velocities computed directly by the equilibrium
model for a basalt fraction of 22.5 wt% (Figure 3),
with velocities obtained with PHEMGP by inter-
polating between tables separated by various com-
positional increments. This comparison reveals
that surprisingly low compositional resolution is
required to reproduce velocities computed from
equilibrium model with the accuracy required for
typical geophysical models. For example, the dis-
crepancies between the velocities of the true equi-

librium model and those obtained by interpolation
with PHEMGP from tables computed at basalt
fractions of 20 and 30 wt% are generally less than
1% (Figures 5b–5d). These interpolation errors are
substantially smaller than the differences between
the mechanical and equilibrium mixing seismic
models (Figure 5a). At face value, interpolation
errors of this magnitude may seem unacceptable,
however the largest errors occur where velocity
gradients are also large. Thus, these errors would
have relatively little influence on the depth reso-
lution of a geophysical inversion. To illustrate this
quantitatively we convert the interpolation error for
VP(�VP

) of Figure 5 to a depth error (�d) by dividing
�VP

by the velocity gradient grdVP/dP. The resulting
depth errors (Figure 6) are generally below 10 km.

5. Conclusions

[14] We have presented a computer program that
assembles three‐dimensional tables of physico-

Figure 5. Discrepancy (%) between VP computed directly by free energy minimization for a basalt fraction of 0.225
and VP obtained at that composition by interpolation between tables computed for basalt fractions of (a) 0 and 1,
(b) 0.2 and 0.3, (c) 0.2 and 0.25, and (d) 0.22 and 0.23.
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chemical properties as a function of pressure,
temperature and an arbitrary compositional param-
eter. The input for this program consists of two‐
dimensional tables generated as a function of pressure
and temperature by free energy minimization.

[15] Our code extracts the information from tables
and can also be used to convert the information to a
form suitable for plotting or further analysis. A
simple interpolation routine allows the user to
recover information from the three‐dimensional
table as a continuous function of its independent
variables. We anticipate that the program will be
particularly useful for inverse problems, especially
for Monte Carlo simulations, where speed of exe-
cution is an essential requisite.

[16] We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the
method with examples for crust and mantle. For the
latter, comparison of the properties obtained by
interpolation with those obtained by direct calcu-
lation, shows that even with a relatively poor
compositional resolution interpolation can be used

as an adequate mean to represent geophysical
properties.
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